Motor Cortex Stimulation

We have provided the following important information for you to better understand your surgery and to give you the opportunity to ask, and have answered, any questions that may be important to you.

Procedure

This procedure will be done in two stages. During the first stage, a craniectomy will be performed, the surgical removal of part of the bone of the skull. The tough covering around the brain, the dura, will be visualized for electrode placement. An electrode will be placed over the dura covering the motor cortex on the contralateral side of your pain and connected to the programmable battery. The hole in the skull will be covered and the scalp will be closed. After a week of inpatient monitoring and sufficient pain relief, the IPG or battery, is implanted during stage 2. The battery will be placed under the skin of your chest near the collarbone and a connecting wire will go from the battery, up the back of the neck, and under the scalp to the electrode.

I understand that the goal of this procedure is to relieve trigeminal neuropathic facial, post-stroke, and other chronic intractable pain. However, I am aware and accept that no guarantees about the results of the procedure have been made. I also recognize that unforeseen conditions may require my surgeon and his/her associates and assistants to use different procedures than those indicated above.

Alternatives

I have considered the non-surgical alternatives to microvascular decompression, which may include:

- Not having the procedure
- Continue medical therapy
- Alternative medical approaches
- Alternative surgical approaches including seeking another opinion
- Peripheral nerve/Radiofrequency ablation or neurectomy
- Percutaneous rhizotomy
- Spinal cord or peripheral nerve stimulation
- Microvascular decompression
- Intrathecal medication therapy
- Stereotactic radiosurgery
- Complete sectioning of nerve

Risks Related to the Procedure

I agree that the decision to have this procedure includes weighing the risks of surgery as well as the benefits. I understand and accept possible risks and complications that include but are not limited to the following:
• **Adverse reaction to anesthesia** - Both local and general anesthesia involves risk. There is a possibility of complication or injury from all forms of anesthesia and sedation. The anesthesia team will discuss these with you prior to surgery.

• **Air embolism** – Air may enter the blood stream and cause a stroke, heart attack or death.

• **Ataxia** – Difficulties with coordinated movements should be expected for a few days, but can last longer and even be permanent.

• **Balance problems** - Difficulties with balance or vertigo may occur as a result of the surgery. Nausea and vomiting may also occur after surgery.

• **Bleeding** - It is possible, though unusual, to experience an episode of bleeding, which may be excessive, during or after surgery. Bleeding may require additional treatment or transfusion. Certain medications, such as anti-inflammatory drugs, aspirin, Coumadin/warfarin, Plavix/clopidogrel, heparin, and enoxaparin/Lovenox may increase the risk of bleeding. Please notify your physician if you are taking or plan to take any of these medications.

• **Blood clot development** - Blood clots may occur with any type of surgery. Clots can block blood flow and cause complications including pain, swelling, inflammation, neurological deficits, or tissue damage. This may require additional procedures for treatment of the blood clot.

• **Brain injury** - There is a risk that the procedure will cause injury of the surrounding brain. The symptoms that result from the injury depend on the location of the surgery.

• **Cardiac complications** - There is a small chance that having the procedure could cause an irregular heartbeat or a heart attack.

• **Cerebrospinal fluid leak** - A cerebrospinal fluid leak may occur and present as fluid drainage from the incision, mouth, nose or ear. Treatment may include reoperation or lumbar drain placement.

• **Complications related to positioning during surgery** – Although rare, complications such as compression on various nerves, pressure on the eyes, or cervical/thoracic spine injuries may occur as a result of positioning during surgery. You will be positioned with a Mayfield clamp and do face unintentional risks of penetrating sinus cavities, skull fracture, intracranial hematomas, scalp lacerations, air embolism, and other complications due to previous intracranial pathology.

• **Cranial nerve injury** - There is a risk of injury to the cranial nerves resulting in visual disturbances and double vision, hearing difficulties, facial weakness, decreased facial sensation, decreased corneal reflex resulting in corneal injuries to the eye, and swallowing difficulty.

• **Death** - Although the risk is remote, death may occur during or soon after any surgical procedure.

• **Diminished function** - There is a possibility that the procedure may result in lost or diminished function.

• **Epidural hematoma** - Blood buildup between the skull and brain covering is possible with this type of surgery and may bleed into the spinal column. You may feel pain, muscle weakness, or bladder/bowel dysfunction which may need surgical decompression/craniotomy.

• **Failure of the procedure** - There is a chance that the symptoms will not go away as a result of the procedure. Your pain relief may get less over time or the stimulation itself may cause pain (stimulation-induced headache or pain at the electrode site).

• **Failure to relieve symptoms** - There is a chance that undergoing the procedure will not relieve pain, numbness, weakness or other symptoms.
• **Functional Loss** - It is possible to experience problems such as difficulty opening the mouth or chewing after surgery. Also, speech, language, and memory difficulties may occur after surgery.
• **Hydrocephalus** - Postoperatively, acute hydrocephalus or pneumocephalus may develop resulting in a decline of neurological status. This may require reoperation or other treatment.
• **Increased pain** - It is possible, though unlikely, that pain or other symptoms will increase following the procedure.
• **Infection** - Infection may occur at the incision site. Infection-related risks also include the development of meningitis, an infection that causes inflammation of the membranes covering the brain and spinal cord. Infection may occur in other locations as well. Treatment of the infection may require additional procedures.
• **Paralysis** - It is possible that some paralysis or numbness may occur as a result of the surgery.
• **Postoperative Discomfort** - Pain and discomfort in neck, arms and interscapular area as well as a sensation or lump in throat may occur after the surgery. Blood clots can develop postoperatively and compress on the trachea, causing breathing difficulties.
• **Post-Operative neurologic decline** - There is a small risk that neurologic function will decline following surgery. These problems are sometimes caused by postoperative bleeding into or on the surface of the brain or cerebral edema, which is the accumulation of fluid that results in swelling, and pressure on the brain.
• **Post-Operative pain** – It is possible, though unlikely, that pain or other symptoms will increase following the procedure. A headache may occur anywhere from one week to one month following the craniotomy and occasionally for a longer period of time.
• **Recurrence** - There is a chance that the signs and symptoms may reoccur.
• **Respiratory Difficulties** - Breathing difficulties, which are usually temporary, or postoperative pneumonia may occur as a result of surgery. Pulmonary embolus could occur from blood clots in the veins. This may be life threatening and require further therapy.
• **Scar Formation** - It is possible that scar tissue could form in the area where the operation was performed and cause pain and other symptoms.
• **Seizure Activity** - It is possible that abnormal electrical activity in the brain may develop after the procedure and cause seizures. Seizure activity may result in the restriction of your driving privileges.
• **Sinusitis** – In some procedures, the air-filled sinuses of the skull are opened. It is possible that you may experience an increase in sinus mucous production, pain, or sinus obstruction as a result of surgery.
• **Stroke** - Though unlikely, there is a possibility that a stroke will occur during the procedure which may result from retraction and injury to an artery or venous plexus.
• **Subdural effusion** - Fluid release under the brain covering (subdural space) that usually consists of cerebrospinal fluid may need to be treated with drainage and rarely a permanent shunt may be placed.

**Important Additional Points**

**Allergies/Medications** - I have informed the doctor of all my known allergies. I have also informed my doctor of all the medications and drugs I am currently taking, including prescription drugs, over-the-counter medications, herbal/homeopathic therapies, nutritional
supplements, illicit drugs and alcohol. I understand the advice I have been given about using any or all of these medications and drugs on the days before and after the procedure.

**Smoking** - It has been explained to me that if I smoke in the days or weeks before or after my surgery, I may be impeding my own recovery. I understand that if I smoke, I will have a greater risk of wound-healing complications. I understand that I may request from my physician a consult to help me stop smoking.

**Technology Failure** - It is possible during the surgical procedure that machines and technology will fail.

**Medical Conditions** - I have informed the doctor of all my known medical conditions and understand that certain conditions such as diabetes, obesity, long-term steroid use and heart and lung disease can increase the risks of this procedure.

I have been given the opportunity to ask questions and have explained to me the areas of information that I did not understand.
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